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Why is phosphorylation such a
challenge?
• Site heterogeneity
• Poor ionisation efficiency
• 3 fragmentation channels

– intact fragments
– neutral loss of HPO3 (80 Da)
– neutral loss of H3PO4 (98 Da)

• Can occur at STY - ~16% of residues.
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Search for
phosphorylation,

May 13 2004 - 656
messages

One of the best sources of information on phosphorylation is the ABRF
email discussion group. When I checked a few days ago, there were 656
messages on this topic
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How is phosphorylation handled in Mascot?

Whether you use the public web site or whether you have Mascot in-
house, we recommend using the Unimod web site to browse and update
the list of modifications
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The standard modifications, that appear in the short, default list, assume
that serine and threonine predominantly lose phosphate as a neutral loss
of 98 Da, while tyrosine fragment ions stay intact

However, several other possibilities are also defined. For example, serine
and threonine without any neutral loss. You don’t see these listed on the
short, default list of mods
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If you want to see the complete list of mods, you just need to choose this
option in the search form defaults. Follow the link at the bottom of the
search form selection page
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And check the box for Show all mods
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Then, you’ll see all of the mods listed in the search form.
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One of the most common phosphopeptides comes from the milk protein,
beta casein. There are two potential phosphorylation sites, S and T, but
only one is modified. Because the two sites are widely separated, there is
no ambiguity, even if the spectrum is not the greatest.
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Beautiful spectrum; long run of y ions; move site to T9 and many
matches would disappear
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Also, when there is only one site, can get very clear cut matches. Here for
example, is a peptide from alpha casein. There is only one potential site
and look at the difference in score.
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What may surprise you is that the spectrum doesn’t look as pretty as the
last one. This is MALDI PSD data. In this particular case, the mass
accuracy is not so good, +/- 0.5 Da, but Mascot still gets a great match
because the sequence coverage is good.

However, phosphopeptides from caseins are notoriously easy ...
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If we go the the ABRF archives, we’ll find comments like these from
experts in the field:

“Casein will give you a false sense of success with any ms method. It is a
low molecular weight , highly phosphorylated protein that is available in
gram quantities from any supplier. Basically all the criteria that you will
not find from a phosphoprotein derived from in vitro and/or in vivo
sources.” - Nick Morrice
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Or: “forget beta-casein, unless your project is to purify phosphopeptides
from milk, beta-casein validation of phosphopeptide analysis is a waste
of time!” - Ken Mitchelhill

So, no more phosphopeptides from casein in this presentation!
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Here is a more realistic example - a strong match to a phosphopeptide
from cAMP-dependent protein kinase.

This is very typical and reproducible … there is little to choose in terms
of score between having the phosphate on T1 or T3. But, we can be very
confident it is not on T7 or Y10 because the score drops dramatically
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If we compare the two top hits carefully, we can see that there is just one
peak difference.

Unfortunately, in this case, the scoring comes mainly from the y ions, so
this additional peak has little effect on the score

This highlights the difference between finding a match and verifying it.
Mascot is doing a good job of pulling the correct peptide out of all the
molecular weight matches in the database.

And, if we accept that this is the correct peptide sequence, and look for
evidence to prefer one phosphorylation site over the other, then we
immediately focus on this one peak.

However, there are many unmatched peaks in the spectrum. Also, there
is always the possibility of a random match. For example, looking at the
mass errors, we might guess that  y*(6) is wrong.

If we want to follow through this particular example, we go to the bottom
of peptide view
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Follow the link to run a Blast search of this peptide
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Choose Swiss-Prot as the database, because we want a database with
good annotations
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Lots of identity matches to this very common protein. Choose the
relevant species, in this case human. Make a mental note of the offset of
the peptide in the protein, 196
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And hop over to Expasy to see the full text for this entry. Here is the
peptide. The Expasy numbering has it starting at 195 because the
initiator methionine is not present.

But, what is this? According to Swissprot, the phosphate is on T3, not T1!

So, either Swiss-Prot is wrong or the extra match in the b series, which
looked so convincing is spurious. I’ve no idea which. But, this does
illustrate how easy it is to over-interpret noisy MS data.
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The Mascot score reminds us that there is little to choose between T1
and T3. All we can say with confidence is that the phosphate is on one or
the other …or maybe there is a mixture of both forms?
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Here is an example where a similar difference, moving the site by 2
residues, causes a much bigger change in the score
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This is because there are two additional peaks, rather than one, and they
show up in the y series, which is where the score is coming from.

Additional evidence that the phosphate is on Y15 comes from the lack of
a strong neutral loss peak for the molecular ion. However, this does not
contribute to the Mascot score.
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A slightly more complicated example. Two phosphates and three
potential sites.
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Y9 - high level of confidence
Y2 more likely than T1

Looking at the scores, we see a big score drop when Y9 is not carrying a
phosphate, so we definitely want to put one there. However, not so clear
cut whether the other phosphate is on T1 or Y2
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Y602 - high level of confidence
Y596 more likely than T595

The numbering in the protein is T595 and Y596. Again, if we hop over to
Expasy
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Y602 - high level of confidence
Y596 more likely than T595

We find that, this time, we agree. Again, the lack of a neutral loss peak
from the molecular ion suggests Y rather than T. However, the Mascot
score difference is less than 10, which can come down to just a single
extra peak being matched. In the absence of additional evidence, this
would be a shaky assignment. My subjective feeling, not very scientific,
but based on looking at a range of examples, is that you can be
reasonably confident in an assignment when the score difference is 20 or
more.
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Here’s a really difficult example. Great mass accuracy, good sequence
coverage, but almost nothing to choose in score between the top 3
matches
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If we flick between these matches, you can see that there is no evidence
in the score to support preferring one of these arrangements over the
other two. The absence of a neutral loss peak from the molecular ion
would indicate a preference for Y10
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# arrangements of 3 / 9 = 84

How about this? Three phosphates and 9 possible sites.

This is a nice illustration of why searches with lots of modifications take
a long time. For this peptide, there are 84 possible arrangements of the
phosphates. And, of course, many of the other peptides that have to be
tested will be even worse. Even though they don’t show up in the top 10,
Mascot still had to work its way through all the different arrangements.

Looking at the scores, I would feel very confident that the
phosphorylation is all down towards the N terminus. You can see how
the score drops when we try to push phosphate up to S10 or beyond.
However, it would be a brave (or foolish) person who claimed they could
pin it down more precisely.
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If we follow through the Blast search route and hop over to Expasy, this
illustrates another reality of phosphopeptide analysis. The Swissprot
entry has no information on phosphorylation for this particular protein.
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We can try entering the protein sequence into NetPhos, a popular tool for
predicting phosphorylation sites
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Unfortunately, we get a prediction that doesn’t fit at all well with the MS
data The MS evidence puts the 3 phosphates close to the N terminus. It
is possible that one could be at S169, but more likely not. And definitely
not at S178. So, we’re none the wiser in this particular case.
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Conclusions

• If alternative sites differ by 20 in score, safe-
ish to disregard lower one(s)

• If alternative sites have similar scores, you
may be able to choose one by inspection

• Often, you just can’t differentiate between
adjacent sites, even with great data.

I had hoped to present some clean statistics on how often Mascot called
phosphorylation sites correctly. However, I quickly found that, in most
cases, it was not possible to find independent evidence on which to base
such judgements. It would be a very interesting study … but far more
work than we are able to undertake.

So, my subjective conclusions are as follows.

If alternative sites differ by 20 in score, safe-ish to disregard lower one(s)

If alternative sites have similar scores, you may be able to choose one by
inspection. But, be careful … one peak is just one peak

Often, you just can’t differentiate between adjacent sites, even with great
data.

Thank you for your attention


